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Abstract 

Ecosystem services are the link between ecosystems and human activities. Studying the 
relationship between ecosystem services plays an important role in ecosystem 
management, improving human well-being, and achieving high-quality regional 
development. This paper introduces the connotation, research methods and application 
scenarios of ecosystem services trade-offs, and discusses the existing problems and 
research prospects in the study of ecosystem services trade-offs, in order to provide 
scientific basis for the formulation of regional ecological policies and the sustainable 
development of socio-ecosystem. 
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1. Introduction 

Ecosystem services refer to the biological resources, natural environment conditions and utility 
provided for human survival through ecosystems and ecological processes [1]. The assessment 
of ecosystem services value measures the ecological benefits of human factors based on the 
change of ecosystem services in a certain period of time, which can quantitatively and 
intuitively understand the impact of ecological governance measures on the ecological 
environment in this region, and then put forward improvement measures [2]. Ecosystem 
services can be divided into four categories: supply services, regulation services, cultural 
services and support services [3]. Because different types of ecological services affect human 
well-being with different emphases and uneven spatial distribution, there is competition or 
mutual benefit between ecological components and natural resources, and there is a trade-off 
relationship that affects each other. When people pursue one or several ecosystem services, 
they may ignore or even damage other ecosystem services, leading to a series of ecological and 
environmental problems. Therefore, evaluating the trade-offs and synergies of various 
ecosystem services, identifying the impact of ecosystem service trade-offs on human well-being, 
and maximizing human benefits from multiple ecosystem services are important for regional 
development and ecological protection, as well as eco-regional policies[4]. 
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2. The connotation of ecosystem service trade-offs 

Ecosystem services trade-offs study the relationship between two or more ecosystem services 
[5]. Synergy refers to the simultaneous increase or decrease in the supply of ecosystem services, 
while trade-offs usually refers to the tendency of one ecosystem service to increase while 
another one to decrease [6-8]. It is found that the synergistic relationship is mainly reflected in 
the regulation service, support service and cultural service, while the trade-off relationship is 
generally existed between the supply service and the other three services [9]. The fluctuation 
of ecosystem services is related to the diversity of ecosystem services, the difference of spatial 
distribution and the impact of human activities [10]. 

3. Research methods of ecosystem service trade-offs 

Quantitative assessment of ecosystem services is an important prerequisite for identifying 
trade-offs between services. Model simulation considers the internal mechanism of ecosystem 
service formation, and has the advantages of refinement, quantification, spatialization, 
visualization, and simple operation. It is the most commonly used method for ecosystem service 
assessment, mainly including InVEST, SolVES, and ARIES models [11-12]. Among them, the 
InVEST model covers a variety of ecosystem service processes and can be used to simulate 
changes in multiple ecosystem services under land use / cover change scenarios. It is the most 
widely used and mature model due to its simple operation[13]. 

Correlation analysis is the main statistical method to study the trade-offs relationship of 
ecosystem services. Correlation analysis identifies the types of trade-offs and synergies of 
ecosystem services through the positive and negative correlation coefficients between the two 
types of ecosystem services. If there is a positive correlation, it is a synergistic relationship; 
otherwise, it is a trade-off relationship. The absolute value of the correlation coefficient is used 
to determine its degree. In addition to correlation analysis, other methods such as root mean 
square deviation (RMSD) method, production possibility boundary method are also widely 
used [14-15]. 

The spatial differentiation of ecosystem service trade-offs is often presented in the form of 
spatial analysis and mapping, including overlay analysis and ecosystem service cluster analysis. 
Overlay analysis uses GIS platform spatial overlay, map algebra and other analysis methods to 
identify the types and regions of trade-offs and synergies by comparing the spatial overlap of 
ecosystem services [16]. Supported by spatial autocorrelation and cluster analysis methods, 
different types of ecosystem services are spatially grouped to represent the dynamic 
relationships among ecosystem services and to study the interaction mechanisms among 
various ecosystem services at specific spatial and temporal scales. Domestic and foreign 
scholars usually combine spatial analysis with statistical methods to study the trade-off 
relationship of ecosystem services [17-19]. 

4.  Applications of ecosystem service trade-offs 

4.1. Delineation of ecological protected areas 

Delineation of protected areas is a typical application of decision-making based on ecosystem 
services trade-offs [20]. The study of ecosystem service trade-offs can help to delineate the 
outer boundary and determine the internal functions of protected areas, limit management 
measures to ' protection ' or ' restoration ' and maximize preferred ecosystem service types 
according to different characteristics, identify win-win or low-weigh areas based on objective 
trade-offs of ecosystem services, and establish efficient nature conservation networks that 
combine economic attributes[21]. 
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4.2. Ecological compensation policy formulation 

Ecological compensation refers to the behavior that the benefits of ecosystem services pay fees 
to environmental protection or ecological builders according to the value of ecosystem services 
[14], which is an important approach to ecosystem service management. According to the 
changes of different trade-off relationships over time, the trade-off of ecosystem services 
clarifies the supply side and the beneficiary side for ecological compensation, determines the 
potential causal relationship between different ecosystem service changes, as well as the path 
and scale of spatial flow of ecosystem service value, and incorporates it into the decision-
making analysis of economic benefit trade-off. Thus, the standards, methods and approaches of 
ecological compensation are determined to provide decision-making basis for formulating 
scientific and reasonable ecological compensation policy [22]. 

4.3. Scenario prediction analysis 

Due to the diversity and complexity of natural ecosystems, their development and evolution are 
often difficult to accurately predict. Because of the diversity and complexity of natural 
ecosystems, their development and evolution are often difficult to accurately predict. Scenario 
analysis is the most common application in the study of the trade-off relationship of ecosystem 
services. It is usually based on land use data and simulates the trade-off and synergy of 
ecosystem services under different scenarios in a certain period  in the future according to 
human preferences (ecological protection priority, economic development priority or both) [4] .  
It is most widely used in the study of ecosystem service changes caused by land use / cover 
change, policy and land planning changes. Common land use simulation methods include CLUE-
S model, CA-Markov model and DLS model, etc. [23-24]. 

5. Problems and prospects 

5.1. Model accuracy and applicability 

Most of the current ecosystem services trade-offs assessment models have been developed by 
foreign scholars, and the applicability of data and parameter modification need to be 
considered when used in relevant studies in China. As it is difficult to fully obtain various 
parameters in the evaluation and simulation of ecosystem services, uncertainties and errors in 
model evaluation are inevitable [11]. Therefore, when using the model, it is necessary to 
evaluate the accuracy and applicability of the model analysis results according to the local 
reality[25]. At the same time, although the trade-off study between various ecological services 
has been carried out based on different types of models, it is necessary to strengthen the 
comparative study between different models from the mechanism [26]. 

5.2. Multiple scale correlation 

Due to the differences in ecological background and socio-economic conditions, the trade-offs 
of ecosystem services are different at different spatial and temporal scales. However, there are 
few studies on the evolution of specific ecosystem services at different scales, and it is difficult 
to clarify the influence relationship of services at different spatial scales and the change 
intensity of services at different time scales. Moreover, the evaluation criteria and internal 
mechanism of coupling between different scales are still unclear. Therefore, it will be one of the 
key directions of future ecosystem service trade-off research to explore the scale variation of 
the interaction between multiple ecosystem services and construct a comprehensive model 
that can integrate the interaction of multi-scale and multi-type ecosystem services. 

5.3. Ecosystem services trade-off decisions 

Due to the close relationship between ecosystem services and human well-being, the 
management trade-off of ecosystem services is actually a trade-off of multiple management 
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objectives of social-ecological systems. The trade-off decision-making process starts from the 
multi-functional management of social-ecological systems, adjusts or utilizes the objective 
trade-off rules between ecosystem services, and maximizes the system utility. In terms of 
management trade-off decision-making, we should pay attention to the setting of decision-
making standards, strengthen multi-party participation in decision-making, and deeply explore 
the relationship between ecosystem services and human well-being, so as to make the trade-
off criteria closer to the real needs of regional management, and enhance the feasibility of 
decision-making results. 
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